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PREFACE 

In 1967 an excellent paper by V. N. Popov and L. D. Faddeev 

appeared as a Kiev Report No. ITP 67-36. We regret that this 

remarkable paper has not been available to a wider audience. We 

have undertaken the task of making their work more accesible to the 

English reading audience. 

Due to recent developments in both dual resonance models and 

bhe intense theoretical activity in constructing a renormalizable 

theory of weak interactions we believe that this work is not only 

“timely” but merits thoughtful consideration for those theorists 

involved in constructing theories which possess gauge symmetries. 

The present text is based on an informal translation of the original 

Russian version that Professor M. T. Veltman arranged in Paris 

in 1968. We have also consulted Dr. Yu. K. Pilipenko for clarification 

of some passages. None of them are responsible for any errors. 

Caveat emptor! 

The reader is also referred to Faddeev’s article “The Feynman 

Integral for Singular Lagrangians ” in Teoreticheskaya i Matematicheskaya 

Fizika, Vol. 1, No. 1, p. 3 (1969) [English translation: Theoretical 

and Mathematical Physics, Vol. 1, p. 1 (1970), Copyright by 

Consultants Bureau], which was written after the present paper. 

Finally we thank Professor L. D. Faddeev for permitting this 

venture. 

May 1972 David Gordon and Benjamin W. Lee 
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ABSTRACT 

NAL-THY-57 

A method is developed for the manifestly convariant quantization 

of gauge-invariant fields by means of a functional integration. It is 

shown that for the fields with non-Abelian gauge groups (the Yang- 

Mills and gravitational fields 1 fictitious particles appear naturally in 

the diagram technique, which are not present in the initial Lagrangian 

An appearance of these particles restores the transversality of 

scattering amplitudes and the unitarity of the S-matrix. 

Reported at the Seminar in Institute for Theoretical Physics, 

Kiev, Ukrainian SSR. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that certain difficulties are involved in the quanti- 

zation of gauge-invariant fields, and that they are due to the singular 

nature of the Lagrangian concerned. There are many artificial tricks 

invented in order to circumvent this difficulty in the case of quantum 

electrodynamics; one of the best known is Fermi’s method which 

makes use of an indefinite metric. 
1 

But this technique does not work in the case of a non-abelian 

gauge group. It seems that Feynman was the first to observe this in 

trying to develop a diagrammatic perturbation theory for the gravitational 

and the Yang-Mills fields. 
2 

He noted, for instance, that diagrams 

with closed loops depend non-trivially on the longitudinal parts of 

Green’s functions (in internal lines), and the scattering amplitudes 

obtained were neither unitary nor transverse. 

In order to get rid of these difficulties Feynman proposed some 

modified rules of computing one-loop diagrams; similar and more 

detailed descriptions of these Feynman rules were given by de Witt. ’ 

As far as we are aware, however, these rules have not been generalized 

for artibrary diagrams. 

In this work we are going to analyze a quantization method which 

permits the possibility of such a generalization (cf. de Witt, Ref. 3 1, 

The method is based on a redefinition of the Feynman path integral. 
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When developed in perturbation series, this integral gives a relativistic 

invariant diagram technique, which in turn leads to scattering amplitudes 

fulfilling the unitarity condition. The striking feature of this technique 

is the presence of some new diagrams which restore unitarity and which 

have no analogue in the case where no gauge fields are involved. 

In the case of Yang-ivlills fields we shall also show the 

connection of our formalism with the Hamiltonian one; such a connection 

was also developed by Schwinger 
4 

It is this possibility of passing 

to the Hamiltonian formalism which assures the unitarity of the S-matrix. 

At the end we will try to employ the formalism to the theory of gravitation. 

Throughout this work we use 6 to denote the Minkowski tensor, 
CLV 

in which the only non-vanishing elements are given by: 6 o. = - 6 
11 = 

-Elz2 = -633 = 1. Vector indices everywhere, with the exception of 

Section V, do not recognize any distinction between contravariant and 

covariant indices, Repeated Greek indices imply summation over the 

pseudo-Euclidean metric; repeated Latin indices imply summation 

over 1, 2, and 3. For example: kz =k k 
PP 

= k; - k; - k; - k;; 

%JA, 
= aoAo - alAl -a& - J3A3; kiki = k; + kf + k; 



. 
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II. QUANTIZATION BY PATH INTEGRAL 

Following Feynman, 
5 

we write an element of the S-matrix, up to 

an infinite normalization factor, as a functional integral: 

(I. 1) 

where S[ B] = gx)dx is the action functional, and the integration is 
/ 

performed over all fields which converge to the in (out) states for 

- 

xO 
-+ 03, Elements of the S-matrix can be expressed by Green’s 

functions which can be written also in the form of the functional 

integrals over all the fields B(x) vanishing at infinity, the integrand 

being a product B(xi) . . B(x,) with a weighting factor exp {iS[ B] }. 

The Lagrangian as a rule is always the sum%yo+e$$ where 

yois a quadratic form, 
=T 

is a sum of higher powers of the field B, 

and E is some small parameter. After developing such an integral 

in a series.in powers of E, we obtain the perturbation series, for which 

there is a Feynman diagram corresponding to each term. The vertices 

of a diagram are produced by perturbing term 
9 

whereasq gives 

the form of the propagator corresponding to a line in a diagram. The 

propagator is the inverse of the matrix of the quadratic form q. 

For gaugeless fields the formqis non-degenerate, and the propagator 

is uniquely defined. 

When there are gauge fields, the form xis degenerate and the 
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propagator is not uniquely defined. In quantum electrodynamics, 

however, this ambiguity does not affect the physical results of the 

theory. Feynman’ was the first to remark that this is not true in the 

case of non-abelian gauge fields (Yang-Mills fields, gravitation). The 

trouble is that there are diagrams with closed loops, which do affect 

unitarity, and which depend non-trivially on the choice of the propagator. 

In what follows we proceed with some formal considerations which 

give an explanation of these difficulties, and give a prescription for 

circumventing them. 

In gauge-invariant theories the action functional should not be 

s2 
changed after replacing B(x), by B”(X), where B (x) is a result of applying 

the element ~2 of the gauge group to the field B(x). In other words the 

action is constant on the orbits of the gauge group, which are formed 

by all B’(x) for fixed B and C2 ranging over the group G. Hence the 

integral is proportional to the “volume of an orbit” 
F da(x) 

where the integration is performed over all the elements of the group G. 

It seems natural to extract this infinite factor before proceeding to 

develop a perturbation series. 

There are different possibilities for giving a recipe for such an 

extraction. The idea of one of them is to pass from integrating over 

all possibile fields to the integral over a “hypersurface” in the manifold 

of all fields, which intersect any orbit only once. This means that if 

the equation of our hypersurface is f [ B] = 0, then the equation 
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f [ B’l = 0 has only one solution in Q(x) for any B(x). 

We define a functional Af [ Blfrom the condition, 

n,re] F b (c [ B%)l ) d.Q (xl = const., (I. 2) 

by integrating the “infinite-dimensional” 6 -function j&f LB’] ) 

over the group G. Below we shall give a few examples of computing 

such an integral. Note that the functional Af [Bl is gauge-invariant, 

i.e. A,[B’l = Af[Bl. 

Now put under the integral (1.1) the left-hand side of (1. 2) 

which does not depend on B. In the resulting integral over the variables 

.n 
B and a perform the substitution B -B. The new expression obtained 

for Eq. (1. 1) is a product of the orbit volume IT xdQ(x) and the integral 

~L+.+B]\ A,cB) q 6(fb(xJ3\ dIW, (1.31 

It is this redefined Feynman functional integral (1. 3) that we propose to 

utilize in developing a perturbation theory for gauge-invariant fields. 

We define the generating functional of Green’s functions: 

The Green’s functions themselves are logarithmic variational derivatives 

of this functional: 

‘; I%,>., &A) = $;) L ?4 h-j 
I “’ Qp.) / “Iz= 0 
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The notations Zf, Tf show that these expressions depend on the choice of 

a hypersurface f [Bl = 0. 

There is also another possibility of extracting the “orbit volume”. 

Let AS [B] be some term noninvariant with respect to G, and such that 

the quadratic form 
4-T 

corresponding to the action S + AS shall be 

nondegenerate. Defining a gauge-invariant functional 3 [Bl by the 

definition 

@l si*P{ iAS[B”] 3 fl dQo(l=Const., (I. 5) 
x 

then, in the same way as before, we shall express the integral (1. 1) 

as a product of an orbit volume x da(x) and the factor Jr 

j ‘y-p{; (s+ as)\ gi[s3 l-i d’B(xU). 
x 

Both prodecures described leave great freedom in choosing the 

hypersurface f [Bl = 0 or an addition to the action, which amounts to 

the choice of a particular gauge. 

In quantum electrodynamics one of the variants of the first procedure 

leads to the perturbation theory with purely transverse photon Green’s 

functions (Landau gauge), whereas proceeding as in second case 

mentioned, we arrive at the perturbation theor, 7~ with non-transverse 

Green’s functions (in particular, the Feynman gauge), but in both cases 

the factors ~~f[Bl and I$ LB1 do not depend on B(x). 

On the contrary, in the case of a non-abelian gauge group (yang- 

. 
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. 

Mills fields, gravitation) these factors depend non-trivially on B(x) 

and give rise to some new diagrams for Green’s functions. We shall 

also remark that the computation of d, [Bl in higher orders of perturbation 

theory is much more difficult than that of A[BI. 

So our main idea is to extract from the integral (1. 1) the factor 

which is proportional to the orbit volume. This can be done in different 

ways and leads to the integrals of the type (1. 3) or (1. 6) where the 

factors A.[Bl or 4 LB1 appear, which depend on B in the case of a 

non-abelian gauge fields. The following will illustrate this procedure 

on concrete examples. 
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III. QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS 

This section has a methodological character. Here we show how 

all known results of quantum electrodynamics can be obtained by 

means of the general scheme of part I. 

It is well known that the Lagrangian of electrodynamics: 

(2.1) 
= $0 + 21 

where%I = T.&$, is invariant with respect to the abelian gauge group: 

~y+J~) '-$,CCx,; '$I()+ eLeccr$(~)j {(*)+??(X). 
(2. 2) 

The first recipe of Sec. I is to choose a hypersurface f = 0. 

There are two well known special cases: the Lorentz gauge and the 

Coulomb (radiation) gauge: 

f,[n-j=d/,Ay=~ ) f,[+ d:v&o, 

which gives us the equations of the “hyperplanes” in the manifold of 

all fields A(x). The corresponding integrals of the type (1. 2) 

J ( 7 $ a, ~,Jx) - u C Cx\)dcr<) for the Lorentz gauge, 

5 t 2 (,&v zc$) - n C&l)dcbc> for the Coulomb gauge, 
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where A and q mean the Laplace and d’.4lembert operators respectively, 

do not depend on A(x), hence we can put without loss of generality 

AL R=l. =A 

In order to proceed to relativistic perturbation theory it is useful 

to find a generating functional of the form (1. 4) for the non-perturbed 

Green’s functions: 

z’~q]={~+y{; S + ij(@ + ?‘z+~/AJ&\ 7 ~is,A,)h$@ 

Here 7, 0, qP are the sources of the fields $I, T, A . This functional 
P 

can be computed by means of a translation 

y++y'Ifr--*l;r;+2)o ; A,-+ A,+ A;) 
that does not affect 6 (8 rAK), i. e. 8 (0) A 

r/K 
= 0, and is equal to 

G b-yl~‘y) $ i jjx)a$k-y ) ?/$j,“xdy 
3 

(2.31 

where 

G (xj= o# J tip {+x\ L+&‘+ 

and ~~~~~=(~~j4j~~IiIZx~(kLI;tj~k~~lt~~ky)dk. 
(2.4) 

From (2. 3) and (2.4) the Wick theorem follows, and hence, all usual 

diagrammatic techniques with well known expressions for the electron 

lines and vertices and purely transverse photon Green’s functions 

(Landau gauge). 
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In the second procedure we have to choose the additional term 

AS. Choosing it to be 

we see the corresponding factor $ [Al (cf. 1.5) does not depend on A 

and therefore we can put 4 = 1. Hence we come once more to the 

diagrammatic techniques with the transverse photon Green’s functions 

of the form 

+ ( p-1) 4, 4,) (in k-space), 

which for the special case p = 1 is equal to the Feynman function: 

Both frameworks of perturbation theory obtained are well known 

and lead to the same results for physical quantities. 

Exact relations among Green’s functions of electrodynamics can 

be obtained by a change of variables in the functional integrals. As an 

illustration of this we shall derive the Ward identity 
6 and the relations 

between Green’s functions in different gauges: 

Gpy) = <?-w T c\j ) >, = 
L. - N;Ij/W4cr) Mp 1; Syi$~~A~)d.Ad~d~~ 

(2. 51 

where 
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A rotation of the spinor field into: 

y(X)+%f{;C~*$yM) ; %a ‘J-q+; ctxg ?w 

in the numerator of (2. 5) gives rise to the factor: 

,+p{le~cc*‘,-cc+ pLq&~/&~4 3, 

where $ = 3 v?y Differentiating with respect to c (z) and putting 

afterwards c = 0 we obtain 

GCX-y)[h+t\- Uy-tl] = < 9 @O? CY 12, j,q , 

from which the Ward identity follows: 

. G-‘(p\ - G-‘(g‘, = (f-glp c (f? 8; f-3) 

connecting the Green’s function G(p) and the irreducible vertex part 

r,wj bP--% 1 It is clear that this identity is valid in any 

gauge of the photon Green’s function, because in the derivation the 

change of variables was made only on the spinor fields. 

Let us look at the transition from the Coulomb gauge to the Lorentz 

gauge for the electron Green’s function: 

G, (x-y ) = (9(%-l ;\i;(YJ>, = 

= ~~‘~~1x,~~‘dI~pi,S1r/6(divTi)dA~~d~; 
x (2.6) 

where 

t\jR= JA.+.~{~S\ fl 6 (diqT)JAd*dq* 
x 

In order to accomplish the transition we put under the integral signs 

in the numerator and in the denominator of (2.6) the expression 
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I Tl $ (DC - sPhP) AC@), which does not depend on A. Then we perform 
x 

a transformation of the type (2. 2) which does not affect the action S. 

Under this transformation the arguments of the delta functions 

change as S(CIC-+A,) -+ b (2pAp)J 6(d;v$+ S(divx+Ac). 

In the factor+p\;e[CLS)- CLYj \ which emerges in the numerator we can 

put for c(x) a solution of the:quation ~CCX) + div ;= 0 , i.e., 

coll=4* 
i 

I?-;I-‘div ActI L’z = J Lpi 18 - 2.) Ai (t>d.z, 
where 

~:cr.,=-Scx.,a:(~irix”-~l)-! 

When this substitution is made the integrals over c(x) in the numerator 

and denominator cancel each other. The formula that results is: 

It expresses the Green’s function in Coulomb gauge as a power series 

of Green’s functions 

7 

<~(X)~(Y)~Ai:(~~)~ intheLorentz 

gauge. 
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IV. THE YANG-MILLS FIELDS 

1. Yang-Mills field theories8 are the simplest example of fields 

associated with non-abelian gauge groups. It is very convenient to 

describe Yang-Mills vector fields related to any simple compact 

9,10 
Lie group, G, m terms of matrices B (x1 which form a definite 

P 

representation of the Lie algebra characterizing the group. It is clear 

that such a representation may be defined by 

i$ix, = 5 spa (xl T& i LIPI 
where r& are linearly independent matrices representing the Lie 

algebra, are normalized according to the relation -i-r CT& 1 = 2 L, 

n is the number of group parameters, and ha(x) is a function with 
P 

vector index TV and isotopic index a. As is known one may represent 

the latter index to denote a matrix element of B (x1 by means of the 

relation, (B, Jab = q (‘t; )ab -&I =- z ki,c -l;‘J c 
where t 

abc 
are the totally anti-symmetric structure constants of the 

group G. 

The gauge transformations are: 

whereQl( ” YJIS an arbitrary matrix-function with the values in G. 

The Lagrangian 

y cx 1 = % 
-i-r Fpy F;,v ) 
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where 

(3.1) 

is invariant with respect to such transformations. It is also clear 

that %= f,-i x1 where x o is a quadratic form and z, is a 

sum of trilinear and quartic forms in the fields B(x). 

2. Now we shall proceed with the formalism developed in the 

part 1, making use of the first recipe. As in electrodynamics the 

most convenient gauges seem to be the Lorentz or Coulomb gauges: 

f, pq~~b,13,ZO ) c,[a-jz Gliv 2= 0 . 

Both equations are matrix equations and represent really n conditions 

(n = dim G) instead of only one condition as in electrodynamics. 

In order to compute the factor a,[31 we shall remark that we 

are interested only in its value for the transverse fields ( ?r 3, = 0 . 

ALL 
For such fields the only solution of the equation ~;“r xP = o in G 

will be the identity element of the group G, and so the 

entire contribution to the integral (1.2) is given by the neighborhood 

of the identity element. Therefore we can put 

where u(x) is an element of the Lie algebra of the group, and retain in 

?Q 
-a/+ b,p only the terms linear in u(x): 
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.*- 
where L’ is the d’Alembert operator. 

The condition (1. 2) reads as 

A,[[i3-] 1 TJ’ 2 (ALL) ALL = const., 

where 

ALGULL- 6 Lyu, a,4 . 

Formally A[EQ is the d e erminant of the operator A. t It is useful 
i 

to have also another realization of this operator. We introduce 

instead of the matrices u(x) the column vector U,Lx ) in such a 

way that Lc= ticLz,, ‘c, , being the matrices of the adjoined representation 

of G. In this new representation the operator A is given by the matrix 

CA),, = Iz1 L - E @/&a, 

Extracting the trivial infinite factor de+ D we are lead to a 

following expression for LL &ml : 

&n. A,bJ = /k bet ( IT A ) =. tr- j,+ (1 - t “-‘E$ J,,+)= 
oc 

= L cw -;;r s ol%,- CL%,, tr (B,,(+~a,*cL,)* 
Ph=r 

x a,,&,-x,) ‘* ’ &, dY(%,-XIL 
(3.2) 

where E(X) IS the Feynman Green’s function for the d’Alembert 

operator 

On the left-hand side of (3. 2) the trace is understood in the operator 

sense, whereas on the right-hand side the trace is taken only in the 
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matrix sense. 

Analogous computations in the Coulomb gauge give the factor 

It is given by the expression, 

y,.+R\~‘-J s fu L.,. (\- 6 A-’ ~?JH; 2; \ = 

= 5, -g dh, *.*A%, i-t- (E<, (!J, 1.. * f$;p\) 

IK=t N I 

& q&(&7z5 ‘-I a,~~ix”,- 9, 

where 3 ( ;T’ ) 
(3.3) 

1s a Green’s function for the Laplace operator : 

&;i’) - (d+q&;; ] (k; k;)-‘d”k =-(qrrj;\j-’ 

, 
and the indices L , * * Lo 

I run over the values 1, 2, 3. 

3. Relativistic invariant perturbation theory for computing the 

Green’s functions in the Lore&z gauge, viz, 

< Bp,W +*a Bpm (x,)), = 

= 

where 

N\IL = 
Jgs+& s’cg?l L?.~C~-I~~ 6b,ddB, 

arises naturally in the Lorentz gauge when developing the functional 

in a power series in the parameter E . The expression ,!&, 0 L CB] 

can be interpreted as an addition to the action, but this addition does 
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not have the form 
I 

ZCXY x associated with some Lagrangian. The 

term of degree em of this series in a striking way looks like a 

contribution of a closed loop along which a scalar particle is propagating 

and interacting with a vector field in a tri-linear way. This circumstance 

permits a description of the perturbation theory in terms of additional 

graphs containing the propagation of a fictitious scalar particle and a vertex 

with one vector and two scalar ends, The elements of this diagrammatic 

technique are shown in Fig. 1, the corresponding analytic expressions 

are given by: 

GL: cf) = S,, cpz+ iQ j"(- (S,, t p,+) ; G‘?p) = -&Ob (?+$ 

v 
al, c = ;r t 

P) 3P abc (p,* $,,- p,? sj) ; vabc= '$ t&(p3-~~ P I 

v;.IyL = eLbt L.if, c $p L!r - S/ACT sv)J) 
(3.4) 

Pa fy& -Jb L\. _- -- T--Lb 

G--y” G ̂ bcp) 

Figure 1. 
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In order to calculate the contribution of a given diagram we ought 

to integrate the product of the expressions for its elements over the 

independent momenta and sum over discrete indices, and then multiply 

the result by R-’ ( (1lT lw4 i ) ” - 3 ‘i ! 1’) where 3 

is the number of vertices, 1; the number of internal lines, S - 

the number of closed scalar loops, and R is the rank of a symmetry 

group of the. diagram concerned. 

In this way all the effects of the presence of a factor A,Ca 
can be interpreted as the introduction of a fictitious scalar particle. The 

propagation lines of this particle should be taken into consideration 

only inside the diagrams so that they form closed loops. Moreover 

these scalar particles behave in a way as fermions. The factor (-iI’, 

indeed, where S is the number of loops is characteristic of fermions. 

The last fact becomes less queer if we remark that for 
4 WI 

one can rewrite the integral representation, 

A&B1 =Const.J*p[; i-r-zcc1 U-4$.) ,k, 2 aI)] d.k& 

in terms of the anticommuting fields u and U. Putting this expression 

in the integral (1. 3) we are lead to the usual Feynman integral for a 

two field system: The transverse vector field B ” -g=o, 
r-.,9 /u 

and scalar fermion field (U, u). 

4. In the second-type approach to Yang-Mills fields it is natrual 

to choose an additional term to the action as in electrodynamics, i. e., 
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n 5 = -& J i-r (a,* $& T-d x 1 

Then after expanding the functional qrB1 ~p’/sf~S~ in the 

powers of 5 we are lead to a non-transverse Green’s function, in 

particular, for !3 = 1, the Feynman function. Nevertheless in this 

case it is no longer possible to account for all additional diagrams 

generated by introducing into our diagrammatic technique just one 

new line and one new vertex as was done in the previous case. 

5. Sometimes the so-called first order formalism is more useful 

This formalism can be obtained if the Lagrangian (3. l) is re-expressed 

as follows: 

f(i)= -+ t+., Fy + $ t~~~a,B~-arB~)+t[H,.,B~~~~ 
(3.5) 

and to integrate in the functional integral over the fields i?+ and 5~ 

as if they were independent, extracting, as usual the “orbit volume”. 

Then for instance, for the Lorentz gauge we arrive at the integral, 

&&~[B,F]A~~@ s (2~ B,jdB d-F- (3.6) 

Here the integral over F can be computed exactly, thus leading us to the 

formerly investigated formalism. However, if we do not do that, but 

yet in the integral (3. 6) expand the expression &VP {L S[B,F]] A,r:Bl 

in powers of E , we will obtain a new variant of the diagrammatic 

perturbation theory with three lines, corresponding to functions ( 8,8 >, 
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(B,F), P,F) d an one vertex describing k-i-linear interaction FBB. The 

elements of this diagrammatic technique are given in Fig. 2 and 

formulae (3. 7) ; The field B is represented by a single line, whereas 

F is represented by a double line: 

Gz”y Cpl = Sak (p’+io I-’ (- $V PIi PpPdl j 

&f(p)= i 5,& CF ‘id-’ o-A/.-4, - PP SVf ) ; 

CT ;;)&P,= Lb [lsr, S,.~ - SrQ SVf + 
+ (f+$. N’(6 /4u=?Y’pp %p y,J% - sj P,, Pr - L 5 r(?)] 
v k a c 

PUti” 
z it2 LbC gpp &,J 

pa ; QL 
---Y -.- 

/.av/a J fb 

6;: CT’, CT ;:/ (0 

/M 3a P FL 
\ ---- 
/ 

G 
hb 

p’L/, f = 
W 

(3.7) 

Figure 2. 
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The lines and vertices describing the propagation of the fictitious scalar 

particles and their interaction with the vector ones are the same as 

in the case of the second-order formalism, because the factor 

depends only on B, but not on F. 

6. In the first-order formalism discussed above we have three 

full one-particle Green’s functions which can be expressed in terms of 

the corresponding non-perturbed functions (3. 7) and three self-energy 

parts, which in second order perturbation theory take the form: 

Here k. denotes some fixed 4-momentum, with &,“>a ; and a,b,c,d,e 

are some renormalization constants (indeed only first derivatives with 

respect to momentum of L (Lb (P) 

and third derivatives of 
z 

fp” 
, second derivatives of 

q:s J 

)4&Q w 
are uniquely defined 1. 

there is also a contribution of an additional 

diagram and only due to its appearance can we assume the function 
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3, 
AL 

Puv’ 
to be purely transverse, i. e., propOrtiona to 

k’spY - k/k., I by choosing in some special way the constants 

a, b, and c such that b = 0, and a = -c. 

7. In order to establish a connection with the canonical quantization 

method it is useful to start from an integral over B and F in Coulomb 

gauge with sources: 

Z,LQ = J.w, [’ .s RF7 + ‘jtr “i,~,~+~~~~~,&‘~j 
>( n,rtg g s (divh@Jf. (3.81 

Following Schwinger4 we shall choose for the dynamical variable the 

transverse (in three-dimensional sense) components of the field B,, 
1 

and Fio, i = 1, 2,3. We also assume the sources present only 

correspond to our dynamical variables; this means that 

q, =q;k =a,y; = a&; =o. 

In three-dimensional notations our Lagrangian (3. 5) takes the form 

up%,= t,i-i Fi,~i:;, + ~ f--l, E,, + 

+$ Fik bk B; - a; Bk + E. LRI, RJ)-- 

- +- F;, c,B: - +&&;ly, + E La;, F;;l )] s 

The absence of the sources corresponding to Fik and B. permits the 

integration in (3.8) over these fields, which is equivalent to changing 

in the resulting integral over the remaining variables B., Fio the 
1 

matrix F. 
lk 

into 

t-l& z-3*738; .-,a;, Elk + 6 CT;, KJ I 
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and also the s -function into 

y s (2; 50 + t‘ 
NOW, put into the integral 

LB;, F;,I 1 l 

(3. 8 ) the factor 
J 5 

p (nc -a; F,:, )dctq 

that realy does not depend on Fio and perform a translation F; o 3 F-o+ 

+‘a:c ) thus inducing the transformations: 

t $(AC -2,: FL,‘) - y s (2, F&) 

Let co be a solution of the equation: 

AC + E CB,‘,a,‘CI = ~2 I:Fi,, B,‘I, 

which can be expressed by a Green’s function depending on B (cf. Ref. 4) 

C,(%J-- e u 1 ko I311 8: t$)j “‘3 ; 

A B’(;i, jy IQ + icj [&p), ;,; J?(7) 7’ ; B 11 =S3G-r” 

After performing a translation C 3 C + CO the$ -function 

appears as, r 2 (AC -k E c%:,, 2; Cl)iand we can put c = 0 everywhere 

except when equal to the argument of this function. The resulting integral 

.i 
.-.. 

jJ 6 (AC +E CB( ,“iC~ \dcoq 

cancels with n p c B] 

Hence the integral (3.8) can be transformed, up to an infinite factor, 

to the form 

&in1 =j~1-&b. +,$-‘- h,,B; + q;. F;,] dx 

1 (3.9) 
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where 

5, = j-d~xo { f,.“, a, <,@-A - ti tF,h)\, 

and 

/w+ .& \d3x j-- i;,&;, + f L:a f;; + 2,co%;c,=-j . 

The relations obtained look like the usual formulae of quantization 

of a classical Hamiltonian system using Feynman method (cf. Ref. 11). 

The transverse variables 4,” (3 and b 7 ( T 1 are playing the 

role of canonically conjugate variables, whereas the functional t-l Ix a 

that of the Hamiltonian function. Following the general quantization scheme, 

we ought to introduce the operators fulfilling the 

transversality conditions: 

as well as the commutation relations 

[To; c;c” ), -(-; (7 11 =; &b k; @-? 1 

where 
;j - k:‘& 

xi;r, 

\A3k 

The energy operator H 
- . 

and i 

can be obtained by putting the operators 4- 

instead of the functions b and f into the functional H. 

The canonical quantization of Yang-Mills fields given above is 

equivalent to the one proposed by Schwinger in Ref. 4. 

It is also known that the Feynman and the canonical quantization 

proceedure are equivalent. In particular the functional integral (3.9) 
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is the generating functional for the Green-Schwinger function. Strictly 

speaking, the following relations occur: 

(‘f~\T(iw -‘+ )I%) = < KIX’, “’ 

~N,‘jR(+. F(j)., . @pi( s,l,~s(a~F,~~6(a;s:)dBd~, 
wherC 

NJR: jYp~;S,pT~(a3-0;) U&R: PBdF, 
The left-hand side is an average over the physical vacuum of the 

chronological product of the Heisenberg operators B(x). . . F(y). . . 

As a closing remark we indicate that the presence of the factor 

LqpJ In the primary integral (3.8) is necessary for casting 

it into canonical form. 

8. After having established the equivalence of our quantization 

with more conventional one in terms of operators, we can define 

the unitary S-matrix using well known reduction formulae (cf. Ref. 12). 

For the sake of brevity we return to the second-order formalism, so 

that the Coulomb-gauge Green’s functions are given by the following 

expressions: 

x lyp{t*5187j A,bl l'l ~Cdi~~~dB (3.10) 

where 
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Take now their Fourier transforms; 

4 
; ,Zzk*x 

G 
6) “’ (1* 
R L,.,, ;$I j 

,. ‘, pm) f - (2l.r) (-f&x,b- i-,~c*,l)e dx,-dx 
11 

which are proportional to 6; (z p) due to translational invariance. 

In order to obtain the transition amplitudes between an initial state 

containing r particles and a final state containing s particles, r + s = n, 

we have to go to the mass shell (i.e., to put p2 = 0 for all the momenta p) 

in the product of c;h”.:“: CP, *-I p.m 1 and n factors 

of the form e;(p) U(p) zil for every particle. Here e; (P ) is 

a unit transverse polarization vector, P;e;=Q and LL = 

= d’lpl lzp, \- “&A pa) , where the last sign takes account of the 

difference between the in-and outgoing particles; the renormalization 

constant Z R is defined by the residuum of the one-particle Green’s 

function G p,b,p) for p2 = 0. More exactly, for p 
2 

= 0 this 

function has the aspptotic form ‘, 

C_Tb (7) ", Tz+t:b C s;j - '3.. ), 
f I 

up to infrared singularities 

From the practical point of view it is useful to express the matrix 

elements of the S-matrix in terms of the Green’s functions in the 

Lorentz gauge, for which we have developed above a covariant perturbation 

theory. As a matter of fact this can be done and the corresponding 

formulae have exactly the same form as the ones developed above in 

the terms of Coulomb-gauge Green’s functions. We need only change 

the Coulomb gauge Green’s functions to the Lorentz gauge Green’s 
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ab 
functions, and put instead of the factor Z 

R 
the residuum of 

forp2 =o. 

For a more detailed explanation we consider the connection between 

these two types of Green’s functions corresponding to different gauges. 

We put into the demonmator and numerator of (3. 10) the factor not 

depending on B: LJE-I\~J- S (;r Ei,n-‘1 42 and then 

perform a translation R -45 In the numerator the following 

integral over 12 appears: 

8 
B‘T (x, I*** B,qcx* J E 5 (BI’V ??“)dfi, 

n, 
from which can be extracted a factor B i , , * + 

where 9, is a gauge transformation changing the field B satisfying 

the Lorentz condition 3 6 ~0 
Pr 

into a field transverse in the three- 

dimensional sense, i. e., div z = 0 . This transformation depends on 

B, so that B 
-a 

is a complicated functional of B. Here are the first 

terms of this functional developed in powers of 6 : 

I3 
a0 

z $- - $ [A-’ d;v 2, B -+RT 15 0.. . (3. il! 

Here T denotes the three-dimensional transverse part of the correspond- 

ing vector. The rest of the integral cancels with AK L 61 and we are lead 

to the expression of the form: 

that can be used to calculated the Coulomb Green’s functions in terms 

of the Lorentz Green’s functions. When expanding in terms of perturbation 
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series we can ascribe the extra vertices to the terms of (3. 111, so 

that any Coulomb Green’s function is really an infinite series contain- 

ing the integrals of Lorentz-gauge Green’s functions with any number 

of external lines. 

In this way the connection between the Green’s functions in different 

gauges appears to be very complicated. Our scheme becomes much 

simpler, however, if we go to the mass-shell: We ought to compare 

only the terms having the asymptotic singular behaviour when pz+ 0 . 

It is clear that the pole for a given p will remain only if the whole effect 

of extra vertices reduced to terms of the type of self energy insertions 

into a corresponding external line. In the limit pz+ 0 , the resulting 

Lorentz and Coulomb Green’s functions will differ by the factor ch 

where fl is certain constant, and n denotes the number of external 

2 -I 
lines. By comparing the one-particle functions we obtain c = 2, 2 L 

?F( Jk 
so that (r= 

( ) t, 
This ends our explainatory remarks concerning 

the elements of the S-matrix. 

All these considerations have an explicitly invariant character and 

therefore apply to any Green’s functions. In other words, the expressions 

for the elements of S-matrix have the same form in any gauge. In 

particular we can make use of the following formula for computing 

the S-matrix of the Green’s functions: 

<d+r,l “’ &I”,- (%J),, = 

= G j?qL”‘) --* -tp,*&.~ w1” [I’ (5 +ar )\ yp1EA-f 
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where 

& = J+f+(SfAS’)j i”PscB7& 

for which the relativistic invariant perturbation theory could be 

developed as well. It can be shown that the recipe given by Feynman 

in (2) for computing one-loop diagrams is equivalent to taking into 

account some of the terms appearing in the expansion of the factor 

9s 1g-l 
in powers of E In the general case this expansion 

gives rise to the infinite number of extra vertices, whereas in the 

formalism of the first type it is sufficient to introduce only one extra 

vertex. 

As a closing remark: The computation of S-matrix elements in 

perturbation theory without taking into account factors of the type 

A,CEI1 OI‘ @I31 would lead to the formally invariant amplitudes, 

which would not, however, satisfy the unitarity condition. This fact 

was indeed revealed by Feynman in Ref. 2. 
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V. THE THEORY OF GRAVITATION 

Now we will examine one proposed scheme for quantizing the 

theory of gravitation. Here we limit ourselves only to an outline of 

the perturbation theory and compute the analogue of AL C-B] . 

The Lagrangian of the gravitation field, 

d(%J= (zW))-‘RWI = 
i (z~‘)-‘d~ g’(a+ i-y; - ?dr ry:; + $- rq - pi;) 

J 

is invariant with respect to general coordinate transformations which we 

write here in an infinitesimal form: 

6 ~,b=-bXil*iS,~~-l~~aubXI-r,:1,~6XX+r,l.;:rx”- 
-lpL;y. SAY 

Here SAA are arbitrary infintesimal functions. 

The coordinate transformation depend on four arbitrary functions, 

Therefore in our scheme a hypersurface in the manifold of all possible 

fields should be given by four conditions, and we choose the harmonicity 

conditions: 
13 

.~T 
0-4 

If for the variables of functional integration we choose 
d and 

r” 
P+ 

we will arrive at an integral of the form 
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where 

dyu- = -/-I- dC\l-% ylJ,~i;“;. 

/J-N-<+ J 

The notation Ai%) recalls the origin of this factor from the harmonicity 

conditions. 

In spite of the fact that the integral over r 
Py” 

in (4.1) 

can be taken explicitly we will prefer not to do it and work in the 

first-order formalism. 

The diagrammatic perturbation technique arises in a natural way 

if we put 

6 y's sp4 t- cj-e h""l, 5"; = J-C n:+>, 
and then expand the integral 14. 1) in the powers ofbc. 

At that moment we get two kinds of vertices: One of them correspond- 

ing to interaction K h”‘(nJc ~vT - rr,P, $yand the other 

being generated by the factor 
a,rrY3 

which we shall now 

evaluate. 

we must know A,r%l only for the harmonic fields. For 

such fields 

2, St- $“)=fi $&, ~~L&+~hy~~~~ 

and the general formula (1. 2) for the factor we are seeking takes the 

f;;&]S q s (cg fa,a,, tsxX))d (sxAJ=const. 
Proceeding thereafter as in the case for Yang-Mills fields we obtain 
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the result: 

,. . 

(4.2) 

A general term in the expansion (4. 21 describes a fictitious vector 

particle propagating along a loop with n external lines and interacting 

k 
uv 

with the “harmonic” field following the coupling rule X h”$PXfav*( 

This paper was received 

by the Publishing Department 

July 5, 1967. 
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